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ABSTRACT
In this Paper, study of the propagation of vibrations through the structure of the drilling machine in working mode and
spread of vibrations through the floor of machine’s mounting in the laboratoryis reported. For this study electronic
sensor modules are employed, each module comprised Arduino nano, GY-61 sensor and Xbee radio. FFT algorithm
and PSD calculations are implemented to identify frequency spectrum in the vibrations present at the position
mounting of the sensor module. Xbee radio helped in collecting vibration data in wireless manner, which could help in
monitoring of the machine maintenance status in remote manner.
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1. Introduction
Machine tool such as drilling Machine always
generate vibrations. Deterioration in machine
condition always produces a corresponding
changein the vibration signals or spectrum.
Vibration signals are one of the most reliable
parameters used in machine health monitoring
to check machine condition[1].In general,
machine structures are very complex due to
various functional elements or components.
Therefore, modelling and analysis of actual
structure is expensive, and it requires more
computational effort.Study of vibrations in the
structure helps in more understanding of spread
of vibrational energy[2].
There are many methods available that are
based on signal analysistaken up by earlier
researchers working in the field, such as
vibration analysis, MCSA, axial flow (AF),
torque
analysis,
noise monitoring and
impedance of inverse sequences. Integrated
machine health monitoring (IMHM) based on
Artificial Intelligence. Vibration Analysis/
Dynamic Monitoring Techniques include:
Shock pulse analysis, Fast Fourier transforms,
Broadband vibration analysis, Ultrasonic
analysis, Power spectral density (PSD), Time
waveform analysis, Spectrogram/spectrum
analysis.The wired monitoring system is
widely used in equipment maintenance, fault
detection and process control, with some
shortcomings. Signal is susceptible to
interference during transmission, installation
cost and maintenance cost.
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Sensing vibrations and then communicating in
wireless manner is a vast field. In this study,
sensing
modules
are
equipped
with
Xbee/ZigBee
radios
for
wireless
communication, where in we tested and
validated our findings in wireless manner by
correlating to the signals collected in wired
manner.Challenge involved in using WSN is
limited bandwidth and power requirements.
Cost effective wireless nodes in general do not
have inbuilt sophisticated hardware to achieve
high data transfer rate. For example, most of
ZigBee nodes have maximum data rate of 250
kbps[3]. By analysing frequency data
transferred from sensors through wireless
sensor network, maintenance team will quickly
predict equipment failures to avoid unexpected
disasters. So Predictive maintenance [4] is a
better approach for machine maintenance over
scheduled maintenance. In advanced version of
WSN based machine monitoring [5], high
sampling rate and high-precision synchronous
acquisition is achieved through dual processor
architecture control module comprising low
power wireless RF chip TI CC2430 and
STM32F103 processor.Advanced practical
integration permits devices [6] like the
ADIS16229 digital MEMS vibration sensing
element with embedded RF transmitter and
receiver to supply an entire resolution inclusive
of communications and signal processing.
Data analysis leads in identifying regular
features and specific event features in the timewaveform, helps in establishing structural
specific characteristic pattern.
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2. Materials
1. Motor mounted on the drilling machine
manufactured by APEE Electricals,India
had specifications as follows: 3 phase,50
cycles,400/440volts, 1HP,1.6amp, RPM
1450 (24.16Hz) temperature 330 C.
2. GY-61
comprises
ADXL335
accelerometer,ADXL335 is a small, thin,
lowpower, complete 3-axis accelero-meter
with signal conditioned voltage outputs.
The product measures acceleration with a
minimum full-scale range of ±3 g. This
Accelerometer module is based on the
popular ADXL335 three-axis analog
accelerometer IC, which reads off the X, Y
and Z acceleration as analog voltages.By
sensing
the
amount
of
dynamic
acceleration, the accelerometer can find out
how fast and in what direction the device is
moving. The accelerometer is very easy
interface to an Arduino Micro-controller
using 3 analog input pins. ADXL335 is 3v3
compatible device, it's powered by a 3.3v
source and generates 3.3v peak outputs.
3. AVR microcontrollers(Arduino) has inbuilt
ADC facility to convert analog voltage into
10-bit binary number in the range zero to
1023. Analog Reference (Aref) Voltage is
considered equivalent to 1023 and any
voltage value less than this Aref will have
less number than 1023. Digital output is 01023 correspond to the input range 0-Aref.
Here 0V will be equal to 0, and Aref/2 will
be equal to 512 and so on.Hence
ADXL335 values after conversion are sent
to the serial monitor of the Arduino
Software (IDE).
4. Zigbee is a wireless technology and
the ZigBee protocol uses the IEEE 802.15.
4 standard. Here we used Star topology
with one ZigBee coordinator module and
one ZigBee end-device
to collect
vibrational data and transmission of
data[7], were essentially same in
configuration comprises Zigbee radio,
Arduino-Nano, GY-61 with one difference
that in Zigbee end-device module- GY61is used as vibrational sensor.
3. Methodology
Vibrations have been recorded at 4 nodal
positions of drilling machine
June 2021
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1. P1-next to motor of the drilling machine
2. P2- on bridge joining vertical cylindrical
beam and drilling head
3. P3- on drilling support iron plate mounted
at the central position of the vertical
cylindrical pillar.
4. P4- on the cement base of the drilling
machine.
First part of the Study presented in this paper,
focussed on the discrete measurement and
distribution of the frequencies in the vibrations
produced by the Drill Machine. Vibration data
is collected at prime four locations P1,P2,P3,P4
on Machine. Here the propagation of different
frequency components along the two
perpendicular parts in the structure of the
drilling machine been studied in systematic
manner.
Second study is collection of the vibrational
data in a wireless manner using xbee radio, at
angular positions on the floor near its base.
Frequency distribution in the collected data is
compared with the data collected by wired
connection, from sensor-board’s identical
mounting positions. Mechanical vibration
monitoring for rotating mechanical equipment
can improve the safety and reliability of the
equipment. The traditional wired monitoring
technology faces problems such as highfrequency signal pickup and high-precision
data collection. Therefore, this paper proposes
mechanical vibration monitoring and signal
processing [8-9] based on wired or wireless
sensor networks.
Vibrational data is collected from Sensor-node
modules which were mounted on nodal points.
This data helps in estimating propagation of
vibrational energy through the structure of the
drilling Machinefrom bridge to base.The
sampling rate of the accelerometers needs to be
fast enough to capture the behaviour of
interest. The signal needs to be digitized at an
appropriate sampling rate to enable it to be
digitally reconstructed.Six sampling rates with
corresponding
time
delay
(msec)5ms,10ms,20ms, 50ms, 100ms and 200 msec,
between successive readings were employed
for collecting vibrational data employed for
first part of the study. A fast-Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm converts vibrational data
acquired from the
accelerometerinto a
vibration frequency spectrum.The scope of the
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frequency spectrum(figure 1) depends upon the
accelerometers and the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) used. Any physical signal can
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be decomposed into a number of discrete
frequencies, or a spectrum of frequencies over
a continuous range.

Figure-1- ADXL accelerometer response in frequency domain.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the signal
describes the power present in the signal as a
function of frequency, per unit frequency. The
power spectrum(figure 2) describes the
distribution
of power into
frequency
components composing that signal.Power
spectral density is commonly expressed in
watts per hertz (W/Hz). The PSD is the average

of the Fourier transform magnitude squared,
over a large time interval [10]given in the
following equation.

∅( ) = lim

1

→

( )

Figure-2- PSD magnitude (number) versus frequency (Hz)
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one-meter distance. Vibrational data
collected from node- modules, helps in
estimating propagation of vibrational energy
from incident direction to orthogonal
direction covering wide angle range. Here
comparison of the vibrational data collected
in wired and wireless manner is shown in
figure 9 and figure 10, which shows two
data sets which are found to be nearly
identical. Measurements for the vibrations
using sensor modules were detected with
frequency components as 5.469 Hz, 9.082
Hz,12.79hz, 16,41 Hz, 20.02 Hz, 23.73 Hz

4. Observations
1. Measurements taken on the four positions
given in tables 1,2,3.ADXL accelerometer is
placed such that, X-axis is perpendicular to
the bridge of the Machine and Y-axis is
along the bridge as per figures(3,4,5) with
wired connection.Sampling rate 200 per
second (delay time in 2 readings= 5 msec),
No. of samples = 1024. PSD Total (figure 7)
is worked for the frequency components in
the table.
2. Measurement (figure 6) of RPS-24.92 Hz
that gives 1495 RPM close to 1450 RPM
embossed on the motor.

a. Same components of frequencies were
detected in the wireless manner.
b. 23.73 Hz which is very close to 24.16 Hz
(marked on motor) is with very small
amplitude.

3. Measurement taken with different angular
positions from zero degree to 90degrees on
the floor from the base of the Machine at
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From figure 8 and figure 9, its clearly evident that as the angle increases, thePSD decreases by
large margin.

Figure7- Overall View about Frequency components propagated on the Machine
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Figure.8-PSD along radial direction on the floor- wired measurement

Figure. 9-PSD along radial direction on the floor-wireless measurement
5. Results and Discussion
The structure of the drilling Machine is T type
with, motor mounted at one end and drill head
mounted at the other end of the “T”. drill plate
is mounted in the middle of the Shaft or pillar
of the drilling Machine. (see figure 7)
Vibrations produced because of the rotational
motion in the motor propagate through the T
structure. When amplitude and frequency of
the vibrations are measured using sensor
module
with
acceleration
SensorADXL335(GY-61), maximum amplitude was
June 2021

found at the position of drill plate. Vibrations
are produced at one end of the upper bar of the
“T”, travel towards other end of the bridge, as
well as down the pillar and sink in the floor,
where we found least amplitude. Here we are
not comparing possible different mountings of
the source of vibration. But how these
vibrations propagate in the structure.
The correlation process starts with looking at
so-called synchronous peaks - peaks that are
harmonics of the fundamental rotational
frequency of the shaft. Here, drilling machine
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has 1450 RPM, 24 Hz motor driving drilling
head assembly. For a given rotating asset, an
expected peak at the fundamental rotational
frequency of the shaft, that would be 24 Hz.
Any synchronous beats - peaks at 2X, 3X, 4X,
etc. - provide insights about issues directly
related to the rotation of the motor shaft.
From the analysis of the vibrational spectrum,
that is presence of different frequency
components with corresponding power spectral
density, following deductions have been
drawn:

position since drilling plate was almost at
the middle point of the Pillar which carries
motor and drilling head on its shoulder.
5. There is an excellent agreement between
two datasets with respect to frequencyPSD-Angular positions. This confirmation
established beyond doubt the possibility of
remote monitoring of the health of the
machine. It supports our claim that with
inexpensive wireless sensory modules,
vibrational data can be collected in remote
manner useful for machine maintenance.

1. Fundamental frequency = 24.92 Hz
(measured) that of Motor rotation.
2. For sampling rate of 200 Hz harmonics
found to be –
1X(P1, P2),2.4X (very strong) (P1,P2,P3),
3x (very strong) (P3) and sub harmonics-0.76X,0.5X.0.3X
3. For sampling rate of 100 Hz harmonics
found to be1X (STRONGEST), 1.2X, 1.4X, 1.48X,
1.52X(STRONG) ,1.8X (WEAK)
And Sub-harmonics--0.5X
(STRONG)0.22X (GOOD)
4. From PSD calculations, it was found that
PSD at the position of the drilling plate was
maximum, showing some type of antinode

6. Conclusion
Vibrational data is collected in systematic
manner by electronic sensor modules, and its
analysis with well-defined approach of Fast
Fourier transforms and Power spectral density
(PSD) is pursued in this study. Thus, Machine
monitoring can be done in an inexpensive way
by employing this approach of study.
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